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“I would like that in the Romanian school to be taught two great things: a 

free way of thinking and a particular mentality” 
Constantin Noica 

 
Abstract: The idea of our article highlightes a genuine vision on Romanian 

school, developed by Constantin Noica. 
The thinker from Paltinis wanted to build a model in the Romanian culture 

throughout philosophy. Therefrom, the need of paidea in a free school, in order to 
learn how to think but also to give a special mood. 
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He wasn’t a teacher in the classic sense of the word because he wasn’t 

a teacher in any school. But, he was a truly spiritual mentor; we could say 
an “informal teacher” because he had disciples. 

Constantin Noica descended from the philosophy school of Nae 
Ionescu and philosophy meant to him more than a University discipline; 
as well as for his theacher, philosophy meant a way of living, the art of 
living, a prayer that he was going to murmur all his life. 

The life of Constantin Noica hasn’t got anything spectacular in it. It is 
the life of an intellectual that respected his fellows and respected himself, 
of a person that lived his creation, putting it into a perennial creation in 
the Romanian spirituality.  

Noica lived his life with plenty of detachment of the “now” and of 
virtual consequences, agreeable or not. During the rest of his life, he 
devoted himself to promoting creations of other writers – from Eminescu’s 
manuscripts or Platon’s dialogues, from Descartes philosophy and the one 
of Kant and Hegel, till Camil Petrescu or Alexandru Bogza.    

Beside his own creation, the thinker is preoccupied even more by 
forming a group of young students, the 22 – one in a million Romanians. 
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Within two decades, he approaches young men like: Alexandru Surdu, 
Gabriel Liiceanu, Andrei Pleşu, Constantin Barbu, Sorin Vieru or Vasile 
Dem. Zamfirescu. He is wanted and encourages lots of other young mes, 
from Craiova, Iasi, Cjus, Timisoara and Alexandria, like: Andrei Cornea, 
Andrei Hossu, Mircea Scarlat, Liviu Antonesei, Constantin Grecu, Dan 
Negrescu, Şerban Nicolau and others. For each, he finds conclusive 
recommendations (helped by his genius, his exceptional talent of being a 
teacher, that has never been exerted in a school) in order to try their powers 
in the long way of performance. Supporting the idea of performance in 
Romanian culture, the domain that can help people to ensure a certain place 
in the history of world, Noica is the exponent of a harsh labour to form 
personalities among valuable young men, in which he thought he forsaw 
the seed of genius, becoming their “coach”. A special place in the heart and 
time of the “informal” teacher Noica had Gabriel Liiceanu and Andrei 
Plesu, who he thought (with an endless patience and love) old Greek, 
German, philosophy, something from Noica’s style of seeing and 
interpreting the world without hacking their personality. There is a 
“voluptous” part of culture that once discovered – G.Liiceanu1 writes, 
makes you become a true man. Important is that someone to teach you this 
“voluptous” part. In a world without temptations and alternatives, Noica 
had the occasion of starting a school of cultural “voluptuousity” and 
become master in teaching it. The motto of this school was “Any Hell 
becomes bearable if the Paradise of culture is possible”.  

 
In Noica’s opinion, the spirit can be nurtured only through culture, 

which means through books and systematic work inside their space. The 
cultural creation was shortened to writing, and writing to philosophy, 
since, Hegelian, the idea is obtained through tautology from the labour on 
the idea. There is no other way to be rescued from history and to obtain 
personal salvation.2  

Expresing the feeling that he can be outruned by his disciples makes 
the proof of an authentic master. This is what Noica confessed with a 
slightly dissimulated pride: “several years I thought them, now they start 
to teach me”. Noica was generous, he dedicated to some explaining 
writings, to reinterpreting other philosophers, delaying several years the 
work to his own phylosophycal system. The comment from a modern 

                                                 
1 G. Liiceanu, (2001), Declaration of love, Humanitas, Bucharest, p. 63.   
2 Ibidem, p. 64. 
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perspective of some great philosophers and thinkers forestalled him, 
taking away precious time, but making a worthless service to the 
philosophical culture in the native environment. The most significant 
exemple is the book “Tales about the human being” in which he comments in 
a gorgeous literary language the essence of Hegel’s philosophy. A 
stopover in the European philosophy culture, the book “The breakup with 
Goethe” also represented an important “station” in his own heuristic way. 
He continued his career of “spender” to discover and support the value of 
creation of some great Romanian writers and philosophers: Eminescu, 
Blaga, Eliade and Camil Petrescu. Our culture owes him the valorization 
of philosophical texts of the national poet. In Eminescu’s manuscripts, 
considered by some only simple summaries or translations- Noica 
discovers a clearly philosophical vocation in those notes of writing 
“laboratory” and highlightes alongside with Maiorescu, Blaga, Sanielevici 
and others, the meditative power of Eminescu’s poems, in virtue of a 
philosophical erudition assumed “organically”. There is no theoretical 
creation of Eminescu, but Noica’s interpretation revealed the acute 
philosophical spirit that nurtured from understanding “The criticism of 
pure reason” and the personal interpretative notes.  

Among original directions of Noica’s examinations we can find the 
search of thoughtfulness, of philosophical meaning in plurisemantic 
Romanian words. Words like “ego” or “in” that we understand only in 
their lyric sonority, in their archaic perfume, now reveal with amazing 
deep thoughts thanks to Noica’s books “Romanian saying” and “The 
Romanian sense of being”. 

If we accept the idea that the Romanian language is the main 
monument of our national culture, we can easely understand the 
importance of disclosing its philosophical dimension. What Noica did in 
this domain is more than a language philosophy, it’s a paradigmatic 
vision, an array of our national identity, equivalent in value with the 
“Mioritic space” of Lucian Blaga. “I believe that people got bored of my in”, 
said Noica in one of his dialogues in Paltinis, with a supposed guilt caused 
by pro and against comments to his vision.  

The most representative book for his philosophical creation is 
“Becoming into being” that had in the second volume “The treaty of 
ontology”. Once was said that a philosophical system must have two piles: 
ontology and logic. This is why he elaborated “Letters about Hermes logic” 
but intended to write the Treaty of logic, creation that, unfortunately, 
never appeared. Even if he proposed to build a philosophical system, it is 
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worthy to say that, in this context, his comprehensive and integrating way, 
basically systemic, of cultural reflections consigned by Noica. In his 
philosophical selfportrait, that is a bio-bibliography written 
chronologically, Noica identified the main theme of his creation – “his 
idea like the existance of something new”, that he passes, step by step, 
“from the theory of knowledge to the one of ontology”1. In the same place 
he describes an application of the “new” in the history of philosophy.  

The selfpresenting contained a concise characterization of the book 
(that he loved and, apparently, that other enjoyed too) “Twenty-seven steps 
of real” in which, he considered that presented the main categories of 
European thoughtfulness like a spectrum of our scientific culture (both 
naturalistic and humanistic). 

Noica believes that, throughout his work, he managed to pass from a 
“noetic configuration capable of having new determinations” identified in 
Mathesis and potentate through a formal ontology to obtaining an ontological 
model (he highlightes), in the paper “The Romanian sense of being”.2 

The author says that he will continue to use this model “seing in it not 
only an ontological one, but the condition of any kind of fulfillment, of 
knowledge, ethical behaviour and aesthetic success”3. Meanwhile, he 
“sees active the ontological model”, reruns and puts into order this vision 
in the Treaty of ontology (1981). 

Applying his phenomenon belief, Noica makes “reproaches” both to 
traditional and modern logics, mainly because both subordinate the single 
to the general4, and submits a particular logic based on a new logical union 
and a “connectivity without connectors” that comes from individual.  

The philosophical conscience is a subject often indirect or implicit 
used in Noica’s creation but significant found in his main ontological 
writing. As well as Lucian Blaga, Noica rathers the individual aspect and 
the unique philosophical conscience, and when he refers to its functions he 
speaks about the world (generally speaking) including the society and its 
becoming, the history but also the universe, especially when he compares 
the characteristics and role of philosophy with the ones of science. 

When he refers to the ways of approach, often contrary, of 
fundamental problems in explaining the world, the philosopher form 

                                                 
1 Constantin Noica, (1994), Selfpresenting, in the romanian life, nr. 2, february, p.59. 
2 Ibidem, p.59-60. 
3 Ibidem, op.cit., p.6o. 
4 Ibidem, p.66. 
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Paltinis refers to the crisis or to the speculative “perplexities” that shooke 
“singular consciences and the history of culture, mainly the European 
one”1. In his fully adulthood, he speaks about the human (the absolute 
creator of Romanian culture) and later, in the European cultural model, 
Noica sees the absolute cultural model and in the Romanian spirit finds 
the fulfilled Being2. He thinks that the Europe that gave humanity a 
cultural model begins to abide of sufficiency and pragmatism. Or, the 
great cultural creations imply a spiritual gratuitousness. The 20th century 
will remain through science and civilization performances. It was less 
favorable to culture and arts in comparison to Antiquity, Renaissance and 
even with Middle Ages. Noica believes that new horizons are able to 
appear in small countries, on the edge of the continent, if they are willing 
to dedicate to the “culture madness”. Here, in the Balkans, the confluence 
line of the European cultural model and the oriental one, is the most 
appropriate place to initiate a new spiritual bend.  

This localisation of the future terra mirabilis of the continental culture 
is inspired by Mircea Eliade, the great friend of Noica who saw, with half 
a century before, a possible growth of a new civilization on the old land of 
Thracians. 

We are not lower than our neighbours; Noica says that, if Romanians 
potential for cultural creation , that represents the most valuable national 
good, would be more valued, we could even overtake other contries. Not 
with the help of economy or sports we could gain durable notoriety but 
with the help of cultural performances and validity, throughout big, 
presuming projects solved with seriousity, application and tenacity.  

There are four reasons to make culture, to get the right of culture to 
have a supreme value, the only one you can support in a life time.3 

First of all, says Noica, culture is the only sure source of a permanent 
joy. Culture saves everything through comments. After that, Noica affirms: 
culture is the real form of spiritual maturity. Culture is a way of giving an 
answer to everything, a way of accounting for people, circumstances, 
books, history, a way of bringing everything in a higher order. Culture 
also is – said Noica- the only place in which freedom is home. Culture is the 
absolute liberator instance.  
                                                 

1 C.Noica, (1981), Becoming into being, Ed.Ştiinţifica şi Enciclopedica, Bucureşti, 
p. 302. 

2 C.Noica, (1978), Romanian spirit in thrift time. Six maladies of contemporary spirit, 
Ed.Univers, Bucharest, p.130. 

3 A.Pleşu, (2002), Minima moralia, Humanitas, Bucharest, p. 98-104. 
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Finally, the last thing that Noica said (for that matter) – and that we 
can only agree- was that the discipline of culture is a very efficient way of 
spirit hygiene. The human being is indebted to pass through a culture 
clearance if he wants to glorify humanity.  

It is a certainty for Constantin Noica as well as for Lucian Blaga, 
Mircea Eliade or Paul Ricoeur, that the significance of existence is the 
culture creation. Noica himself represents a culture creator. So, with the 
help of Constantin Noica’s creation our culture has for the first time the 
chance of a new beginning of authentic history of philosophy, because 
Noica traces the enclosure of thoughts from where hora, trap and dialogue 
can start. And he makes it in two ways: first of all, by making a structure 
of native pre-onthology (what he named “the Romanian sense of being”) 
and then, from this point, the one of modulations of “to be” in Romanian 
and from the metaphysic virtues of “in”, produces a cult philosophy- his 
own system- but matrix impressed and that rewires with the European 
problem of the human being.1 

Noica is the feasible beginning of the Romanian history of 
philosophy. The Romanian philosophical culture within the universal 
philosophy and the Romanian cultural values in the European cultural 
space describe a reference register in Romanian philosophical thinking 
and writing. Furthermore, based of philosophical erudition and using 
consecrated studies of Romanian creations of the most various domains of 
culture - art, science or religion - Constantin Noica achieved, through his 
creation, a genuine cultural synthesis.  

As for the central value of results of knowledge and science process, in 
his capacity of main component of scientific culture and, a fortiori, 
representing the scientific culture (narrowly speaking), Noica also makes 
considerations that prove his lean towards philosophical synthesis that can 
even be, for him, synthesis concerning whole philosophy domains, for 
instance synthesis between onthology and gnoseology. So, in his onthology 
treaty, the philosopher appreciates the fact that it develops, regardless of 
object, inside knowledge, a double tendency: the search and the truth. No 
live thinking could accept the truth…if it could make the search impossible; 
but none could conceive a search that couldn’t rest inside a truth. In the 
same place, he indicates that the search object itself tends to become truth.2 

                                                 
1 G.Liiceanu, Love declaration, op.cit. p.74. 
2 C.Noica, Becoming in being, p.22. 
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His synthetic vision and capacity of expressing eloquent and succinct 
this type of synthesis is absolutely illustrated in the idea according to 
which it is evinced “a double instability in spirit: when the knowledge 
wants to contemplate herself, when the contemplation tends to fall back 
into knowledge”1. 

If, in the above fragment, the synthesis is between knowledge and 
conscience, in the same paper the philosopher also notes the result of a 
bigger meditation, according to which “knowledge appears like a reflex of 
becoming, while contemplation is a nostalgy of human being…”. So, it is 
offered exactly what we were looking for: the way it collocates, in Noica 
and actually to any great philosopher, onthology and gnoseology.  

The two aspects highlighted above only confirm our initial 
appreciation, according to which, Constantin Noica’s creation means a 
cultural synthesis. Constantin Noica was not in charge only with a 
theoretically study of culture, even if he used only intellectual instruments 
for his cultural concern. He made constant efforts, not only for maximizing 
his own contributions to culture development but also for promoting 
creations of other philosophers (both universal and national span).  

These efforts, whether consisting in biographies and presentation of 
philosophical systems created by personalities from different cultures, but 
only from Europe, or representing comments, interpretations or 
translations, contributed to deepen the same European cultural model. 
Noica enriches us with a present thinking, but beyond any preordained 
tracks. Such as Eugen Simion says: ”(…) since childhood (from Mathesis 
phase or simple joys)2, Noica wanted to build a model in Romanian 
culture through philosophy. He is, through what a creator writes, a model, 
a builder in contradiction to the Romanian adamism: he wants to finish 
things (and usually manages to do that, even if history didn’t helped too 
much), he likes to put ground, to start great projects in culture, to shake 
inactions and “sinners” from Romanian spirit.(…). He dreamed since he 
was young to be a teacher, to create a free school, even if he didn’t love 
Maiorescu and, as well as Nietzsche, he had a doubt about all persons 
from the system. He wanted to have around him a number of apprentices 
and, after their initiation, to release them in the world. Circumstances 
weren’t favorable but he persisted and, after getting out of jail, he started 

                                                 
1 Ibidem. 
2 C.Noica, (1992), Mathesis or simple joys, Humanitas, Bucureşti. Is the first book written 

by Noica at 25 years, a great small book that contained in nuce all his later obsessions. 
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all over. Glorious, the proof that the Romanian model is not the way we all 
admit in our moments of discouragement and angry, an anti-model based 
on inaction, delay, waste of time and endless mudslinging… 
Contrarywise, Noica proves in his writings, the Romanian spirit can make 
the world go round, can defeat the adamic spirit and, moreover, can 
defeat the gossip and irony in order to get to metaphysics… If we accept 
what Mircea Vulcanescu said, Noica’s cultural model is based on a 
fundamental “activism” of spirit”1. 

Noica’s model offers us an exemplar creative vision, being in the same 
time paradigmatic and pedagogical. It is paradigmatic because of the 
exemplarity and the force of vision through which it has it’s cultural and 
philosophical basis. The model is pedagogical through the power of 
example, through the effects of this model of validity in cultural demarche 
and culturalizating.  

“There is something more that I enjoy at Noica model: his almost 
unnatural will of not failing. The will of building something durable in an 
impossible history and the ambition of the captive to defeat, through spirit 
works, the jailer, the torturer, the impossible… When you read his letters 
and the testimony of friends from exile, you can remark something 
amazing: Noica wants to mobilize intellectual energies of nation to create 
a performant culture inside the totalitarian system”2. 

Marin Diaconu facilitates the meeting of the reader with the cultural 
model of Constantin Noica through annotations. I would like to select 
three of these that reflect the pragmatic-pedadogic dimension of the 
cultural model of the philosopher from Paltinis. So: “the 21st century will 
be a poorly one; it won’t be better; we will embarrass each other. The 22nd 
century will be gorgeous (…) to make the madness of culture and get in 
our own delirium. I don’t want to make illusions that the ones from the 
immediate collective will get something. You won’t loose anything if you 
enter the race. Life is a long race. In humanist sciences, until 35 years, you 
can’t do anything”3. Or the second exemplification of the present valency 
of this cultural model: “The story is: what do you want to be, object or 
subject of the society? If God hasn’t layed hands on you, you are an object 
and this society waits objects to do its job. The society hasn’t got any 

                                                 
1 E. Simion, (2009), Foreword to Cultural model NOICA, coord. Marin Diaconu, 

National Fundation for Science and Art, Bucharest, p.6 
2 M. Diaconu, Cultural Model NOICA, Foreword by Eugen Simion, p.7. 
3 Ibidem, p.196. 
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regrets that you don’t want to be excellent men. The sunset is now in the 
lower labour, it needs janitors and scavengers. Beware! Don’t get to feel 
sorry! You have passed just little through philosophy and there, 
subjectivity is very much, especially in European philosophy, where 
subjectivity is very important. You are in a corner of the world with this 
Romanian language. Make philosophy because you can. Who speaks 
English can’t do it because they don’t have the word.”1. And, the third 
illustration: ”Culture lives in performances. But history lives from 
performaces, too” and then we understand that: (…) the world without 
the archeus does not exist and we are not ourselves. Who doesn’t have 
archeus isn’t able to make real philosophy.(…) The idea that travels over 
the world is not “me” anymore but the absolute idea. For me it is an “in”, 
“in him”, that becomes in the same time with us. I don’t focus with the 
“in” neither in being nor in becoming, but “in them””. And the Wisdom 
School at 30 years has only two masters: Platon and Hegel. “When all 
libraries will disappear, in year 3000, two books will be read: The 
phenomenology of spirit and two-three dialogues from Platon…”2. 

For all of us, C.Noica represents a symbolic personality of Romanian 
philosophical thinking, the man with an encyclopedic background that 
conclusively denotes the cultural and spiritual emulation of the country in the 
second half of the past century. His philosophical creation came to the fore 
through originality, through perennial themes of philosophical meditation, 
through discovering some hidden aims and significance of Romanian 
philosophical saying, where only the intelligence of genius can get in. 

Constantin Noica was appreciated, esteemed and loved by virtue of 
his work, for his volumes, real ode of adoring the philosophical thought 
and Romanian language, and remained in Romanian culture and 
philosophy as a defining personality (of reference). This bright parable 
might be re-echoed in time, regardless of the historical era, being the 
garnishment of a remarkable, lofty spirit. Making a paraphrase to 
academician Alexandru Surdu, ex-disciple of Constantin Noica, we can 
say about the philosopher from Paltinis that “he was and that now we 
cannot be sure that will ever be someone alike”3.  

 

                                                 
1 Ibidem, p.197. 
2 Ibidem, p.199. 
3 A.Surdu, (2009), In the beginning it was the saying, National Symposium ,,Noica in 

Romanian psilosophy”. 


